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ABSTRACT

Radar cross sections of ground snow were calculated for linearly polar-

ized incident radiation at 6.6, 17, 35, and 95 G~x. The snow was modeled au a

plane parallel medium consisting of Ice grains mixed with varying amounts of

liquid water. Individual ice grains were treated as independent Rayleigh

scattering centers and the water as a homogeneous absorbing medium. Cal-

culations of the radar cross section were nade using known solutions of the

radiative transfer equation. These were then compared with experieintal data.

Curves are given which can be used to find the radar cross section given the

grain size and the water content of the snow.
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MRODUCTION

The reflectance of ground snow at millimeter wavelengths io important for

remote sensing of snow cover I as well as for its impact on all weather mili-

tary systems. Heasurementst show that the reflectance is strongly dependent

upon the liquid water content and the illuminating beam's polarization. In

addition, it has been suggested3 that interference between reflected waves from

different layers may cause considerable changes between samples.

Theoretically, snow at these wavelengths is in a radiative transfer no

man's land between continua and clouds of independent scatterers - a position

shared with powders4 and paint pigmentas because of the close packing of the

grains. In this paper, the snow is taken as a cloud of Rayleigh scattering

spherical ice grains interspersed with an absorbing, non-scattering medium

which has characteristics similar to liquid water. Calculations have been

done for direct backacatter from optically thick and optically thin snow with

varying amounts of liquid water. The results are presented as plots of the

variation of radar cross section with scattering angle. Several combinations

of linear transmitter-receiver polarizations were considered.

SN NODEL

Snow is composed of a collection of irregularly shaped ice crystals

packed to - wide variety of densities. The grain sizes will vary from a few

microns to a millimeter or two depending upon age, previous conditions of

wind, and temperature. The particles may be wetted with liquid water if the

temperature is high enough. Interstitial spaces are filled with air or water.

Each particle is always touching at least one neighbor. Replacing such a

complex system with a cloud of independent, spherical particles immersed in an

absorbing continuous medium, requires some justification.
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If the particles are small compared to the wavelength, and so are Ray-

leigh scatterers, then the Hie scattering from a small spherical particle will

look very such like that from a small irregular particle. In other words, the

scattering phase functions is not sensitive to shape for particles very small

compared to the wavelength.

Liquid water content of snow above freezing is the order of 10 percent.

Its primary contribtion to this problem is caused by absorption because its

absorption coefficient is approximately 500 times larger than the coefficient

for ice. The water has been introduced as a continuous medium with the absorp-

tion occurring between scattering events in the multiple scattering process.

Allowance has been made to account for the fact that part of the space is

occupied by air.

Independent scattering is an implicit assumption in the ,theoretical

development that will always be violated in snow. This term is used to ex-

press the idea that the flux scattered from neighboring particles will have no

phase relationship. The use of such a theory was encouraged by results from

the paint industry where the Kubelka-Munk (IN) theory, based on a two strem

approximation, has been used for may years. It is really a two stream appro-

ximation to Chandrasekhar's solution to the radiative transfer equation for

plane-parallel atmospheres. The IN theory was improved by Nudgett and RichardsS

with a set of "many stream" equations. Their calculations, using four streams

of radiation, showed remarkable agreement with experiment.

The related problem of long source coherence lengths has also been studied

experimentally?. Here, a second particle is in the far field of the radiation

scattered by the first but the coherence length is longer than the physical

spacing. Hence, there is a phase relationship between the light scattered
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from the two particles. It has been shown that this effeCt is averaged when

scattering is caused by a suspension of randomly distributed particles.

TEMOY

The snow is taken as a homogeneous plane-parallel layer with infinite

lateral extent. A Cartesian coordinate system is uamed with the x-y plane

being parallel to the snow surface and the positive z axis pointing outward.

Directions are measured in spherical coordinates with 0 0 and # 0 specifying the

incident direction and 0 and # specifying the emergent direction.

When polarization is taken into account using Stokes parameters, the

radiative transfer equation become a matrix equation with solutions of the

forms

N(a) = :, (M,*#;1zo,*0) F(i'0,*0)(1

where

P cos0 P 0 coseoil

N is the scattered radiance Lwatts/c32 sr] Stokes vector,

N N r '(2)

Nu

N
v

F is the irradiance [watts/c.2 1 Stokes vector,

F A

F

F: F (3)

and S is the scattering matrix. For the special case of backacattered linear-

ly polarized light, the radar cross sections are
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Using the solutions of Abhyankar and Fymat8 for a semi-infinite Rayleigh

scattering medium, iqs. (4) become

S 2 2"(1) ()
%v -.2 o  + G (po ) 3 p oI P "Ao (p)H (po
2 1 a0  02(a1000)

+ 3 4 H(2) (2)(5

4. . p A (o

2 2 3 h() (2)a

CO 3 Mo) = (Po) + Z 00) and

(INv a G (p 3 2 N (2)(po N (2)3(p

1 0) 03 (o) + o( o) %1(o ) . 3 0a

where w° is the single scattering albedo.

The function I (P) can be found from the equation

I

G(j) - (g) w p 6(pG)0j GT(PI,) ll) p (6)

where

G GI(p)  2(1p)

6(1') =  
,(7)

0 3(p) O )
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= (8)

0

and GT(p) is the transpose of C(p). Values for the H (p) functions can be

calculated using Chandrasekbar's equation
s

1 (0 = . 2f t(k) (P,) d'KI0 -

~I1

+ P 11 (k)( I),(k)(P') -dy, (k-l1,2)
f +

o (9)

where

(l)(p) = 8-w (Ip 2) (1 2p2)

and

v (2)(P) .3 W (14p2)2 (10)

When the snow has finite optical depth, i, and the underlying layer's albedo

is zero, the radar cross sections become
9

1 ( 0) 2 2Cw  - S, 1 ,,o,,,o)  - 3 Po 1 P - 3 T p;o

3 4

Po. S2(T; ..Po )

S(O +s1ol(an
'O'o'4 o 0 -4 s2(+o+o 0n0



a o s2(o) (;oo P 3 2 (o(); opo)
p 0 S 2  0 0 2

where the elements of the scattering matrix can be found from

(L + L S(o) (, IJI)W[ (P) +

+ sl(0) (I;Ppl )  M (PI) M T(Po + (12)
00

+ M T (Ii, (0jMT(IPJ)2 f]

0

and (IPp ) /
Po +  al k 0

' "S 0':p~o fo  1k . S" PI 13)

Optical Depth and Single Scattering Albedo

The effects of the snow's physical properties will be determined by the

single scattering albedo, w0 , and the optical depth, Y. The single scattering

albedo is defined as

W sc = sc (14)P Psc ab

where a is the scattering coefficient, P is the absorption coefficient,sc ab
and Pex is the extinction coefficient. Since water is being treated as con-

tributing only to the absorption, the scattering coefficient is the scattering
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coefficient for ice particles. The absorption coefficient for the mixture

becomes (15)

Pab Pabi Pab~w

where Pab,i is absorption coefficient for ice and ab w is the absorption

coefficient for liquid water. After substituting these values into Eq. 14 and

dividing the numerator and denominator through by P5s, the single scattering

albedo for the mixture becomes

w1 = 1 (16)
0 1 + Pab w
w021i Psc,i

where w . is the single scattering albedo for the ice spheres.

Looking at the last term in the denominator, the scattering coefficient
I

for ice particles in the snow can be written as
10

Psc,i v na2 Qsc,ini,s (17)

where a is a mode radius presumed to represent the ice particles, Qsci is the

particle scattering efficiency factor and n. is the average number of ice

particles per unit volume of snow. Starting with the absorption coefficient

of liquid water, Kw, the absorption coefficient for the water in the snow is

written as a proportion of Xw, or

K nzw %,s (18)
ab,w = nw

w

where n is the number of liquid water molcules per unit volume of snow andW's

nw is the number density of water. The ratio of the two number densities can

be written

W2 p (19)
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where p is the density of the snow, pv is the density of liquid water and C

is the ratio of the density of water in the snow to the density of the snow.

The density of the ice particles, is taken as

4 3
pi's a pi ni,8 = ps (I-C) (20)

where pi is the density of ice. Using Eqs. 19 and 20, Lhe absorption co-

efficient for water in the snow becomes

4 n a E.C Pi ni.8

Pab, = 3 (I-C) (21)

After substitution of Eqs. 17 and 21 into Eq. 16, the single scattering albedo

of the snow can be written as

1 (22)
o 1 4 wa]' C pi

w0 '1 3 (1--C) pw Qsc,

The optical depth is defined as

z

0 f Pe' (z) dz (23)
0

where z is the perpendicular depth of the snow. If the extinction coefficient

is constant with depth, Eq. 23 becomes

I= z Pe = (Aez,i + Pab,v )z  (24)

Writing the extinction coefficient for ice in the same form as the scattering

coefficient in Eq. 17 and using Eq. 21 for the water absorption coefficient,

the optical depth becomes

I z ni5 n a2  + 4. (1-C)P, (25)
i



for a monodisperslon of ice particles with mode radius a.

CALCULATIONS

Calculation of the radar cross section starts with the single scattering

albedo given by Eq. 22. Values for the absorption coefficients were found

from the equation

4m 
(26)

where A is the wavelength of the incident radiation and a is the imaginary

part of the complex refractive index for water. The values for a, given by

Ray,'1 were used. The single scattering albedo, scattering efficiency factor,

and extinction efficiency factor for ice spheres were calculated with the

Dave 12 routine for Hie scattering. Absorption coefficients scattering
l

efficiency factors, and the single scattering albedos for ice were combined

to find the single scattering albedos of snow at 8.6, 17, 35 and 95 Glz for

particle radii varying from 0.1 to 1.0 me. The results are plotted, in

Figs. I to 4, as a function of the percent liquid water content by weight.

Calculations of the optical depth required a knowledge of the ice parti-

cle number density. This was found from the relationship

Ps

i Pivi

where Vi is the volume of a single ice sphere. The density of the snow, taken

to be 0.45g/cm8 , was assumed to be constant with changes in the liquid water

content. Optical depths for the four frequencies are listed in Tables I to IV

for radii of 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 a and free water contents from 0 to 30 percent

by weight.

9
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With the single scattering albedo and the optical depth known, calcula-

tions of the radar cross section, as a function of scattering angle, can be

made. The results are shown for semi-infinite layers in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 for

the three different linear polarizations. The single scattering albedos were

varied from 0.01 to 0.999 for VV and - polarizations. They varied from 0.1

to 0.999 for the HW polarizations.

Similar families of curves are given in Figs. 8 to 19 for finite optical

depths of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 5.0 with single scatterings albedos of 0.1, 0.5,

and 1.0. The underlying albedo is taken equal to zero. For optical thick-

nesses greater than 5.0 and modest incident angles, values of the radar cross

section for the semi-infinite case approximate those with finite thicknesses.

At large scattering angles, the differences between finite and semi-infinite

cases increase.

Diurnal variations in the experimentally measured radar cross sections

and free water content,* along with theoretically calculated cross sections,

appear in Figs. 20 and 21. The reported free water content was measured in

the top 10 cm of a layer about 20 to 30 cm deep at the time of the measure-

ments. The snow was'old and so had been through many melt-freeze cycles.

Measurements of these experimental cross sections were made at incident angles

of 75 and 78 degrees using linearly polarized, 35 GHz radiation.

Theoretical cross sections were calculated for comparison using the

reported free water content and an assumed particle radius. The radius was

determined by first selecting a single scattering albedo from Fig. 6 which

gave a theoretical cross section equal to the experimental cross section in

Fig. 20 at 0700. This value of the albedo was used in Fig. 3, with the amount

of free water of 0700, to select a value for the radius. Following this

procedure, a radius of 0.5 m was found to fit the data from Fig. 20 and a

10
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radius of 0.6 m to fit the data in Fig. 21. With these radii and the sea-

sured free water contents, Fig. 3 was used to calculate single scattering

albedos throughout the day. These albedos were in turn used in Fig. 6 to

calculate the diurnal variation of the radar cross section.

The cross sections were calculated using the curves for the semi-infinite

model because the snow was quite deep when measured in units of optical depth.

Cross sections for HH and W polarizations in this case are virtually equal

when incident angles and albedos are the same. Hence, only one set of points

is shown for the theoretical cross sections in Figs. 20 and 21.

Measurements were also available 13 for cross sections with the trans-

mitter and receiver crossed polarized. The results showed the same type of

variation with free water as the H polarized cross sections, but at a value

about 10 db lower. Calculated cross sections had a similar,variation albeit

10 db too low. Other measurements have also been nade13 with an incident

angle of 250 using frequencies of 8.6, 17.0, and 35.6 GHz. These are shown in

Fig. 22 with theoretical curves superimposed. The curves were normalized to a

point on the 17.0 GHz curve at 1600. In this case the theoretical calcula-

tions were made using the reported diurnal variation of the free water in the

top 5 cm of the snow. The depth of the snow was 20 cm and so was treated as

being semi-infinite. The same radius of 0.5 m. was assumed since measure-

ments were not available on particle sizes. The radii could not be determined

as they were before because the returned power was given on a relative scale.

With values for the diurnal variation in free water content and the assumed

radius, Figs. 1, 2, and 3 were used to calculate the single scattering albedos,

and then Fig. 6 was used to calculate the radar cross sections. All three

theoretical curves are relative to the same normalization point mentioned

above.

11



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Some of the variations in the radar cross sections can be expected from

trends in the single scattering albedo and optical depths. At the four fre-

quencies used, small amounts of water in the snow produce large changes in w

and T.

The variations of the cross sections produced by these changes can be

very complicated. When the snow is deep enough to be treated as a semi-

infinite layer, wo will be the only parameter to produce variations in the

cross section. An increase in the water content from 0 to 5 percent decreases

w by one or two orders of magnitude while the cross section is reduced tht

order of 20 db.

Tables I to IV, listing the optical depth per centimeter of snow, indi-

cates that there can be tremendous differences in the depthq required for the

layer to be optically thick when the snow is dry. Being optically thick is

the requirement necessary for the reflection from the underlying surface to be

ignored. When the snow is wet, very thin layers will meet this condition.

Referring to Fig. 20, the mode radius required to match the measured

cross section at 0700 was a very reasonable value based upon an observers

description of the snow. This would seem to indicate that the theory used in

this paper is capable of predicting the order of magnitude of the returned

power. The run of the theoretical curve with the measured points suggests

that the liquid water has also been accounted for in a reasonable way. The

disparity between the calculations for the tim 0800 to 0900 is thought to be

caused by the inability to measure the water content. This idea is strength-

ened by the fact that the measured water content stayed at 3 percent from 0630

to 0830 while the measured returns began dropping at about 0745. More than

likely, this is the result of measuring an average water content in a 10 cm

12
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layer while the returns were being affected by the top I or 2 cm. Figure 21

shows an even better match with similar data.

Based upon the data in Fig. 22, the methods used here do not predict

well, the cross sections at one wavelength from the cross sections measured at

another. However, the data are very sparse so that it is hoped that the

situation will improve as more measurements become available.

The predicted angular dependence of the cross sections does not seem to

agree with the data. At the single scattering albedos expected, theory pre-

dicts almost no angular variation. This does not appear to be the case in

practice. Although the data are very sketchy, the trend is a decrease in the

return with increasing nadir angle. It is thought that the difference is

probably caused by a breakdown in the independent scattering assumption.

More data are required for a proper evaluation.

CONCLUSIONS

The model developed here predicts well how the radar cross sections will

change as a function of liquid water content. The absolute scale is good if

the correct mode radius is selected to represent the snow. Whether or not

this radius is related to the actual snow grain size will require more detail-

ed information on the grain sizes at future measurement sites.

Shortcomings show up in the results for crossed polarized returns and the

angular dependence. Crossed polarized returns are too low by 10 db when com-

pared to available data. These calculations also indicate that the snow

reflectance should not vary much with nadir angle, particularly for the lower

single scattering albedos. This too does not correspond to available observa-

Lions.

In spite of the difficulties, the calculated curves offer a means of

finding an estimate for the radat cross sections, at 8.6, 17, 35, and 95 GM:,

13



for varying snow conditions. With more field work, it will probably be possi-

ble to predict, with useful accuracy, returns for EM and W polarizations

given a description of the snow.
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Table I. Optical Depth Per Centimeter of Snow at 8.6 Gz

Particle Radii

Percent Free
Water 0.1 - 0.5 m 1.0 m

0 0.011 0.011 0.001

5 0.169 0.169 0.017

10 0.344 0.345 0.035

15 0.540 0.541 0.054

20 0.761 0.762 0.076

25 1.011 1.013 0.101

30 1.297 1.299 0.130

Table II. Optical Depths Per Centimeter of Snow at 17.0 GHz

Particle. Radii

Percent Free
Water 0.1 m 0.5 - 1.0 m

0 0.002 0.007 0.003

5 0.463 0.467 0.049

10 0.974 0.978 0.100

15 1.544 1.549 0.157

20 2.186 2.192 0.222

25 2.913 2.920 0.294

30 3.745 3.752 0.378

16
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Table III. Optical Depths Per Centimeter of Snow at 35.0 Guz

Particle Radii

Percent Free
Water 0.1n 0.5 m 1.0m

0 0.004 0."69 0.056

5 1.064 1.130 0.162

10 2.241 2.308 0.279

15 3.557 3.625 0.411

20 5.038 5.107 0.559

25 6.715 6.787 0.727

30 8.633 8.706 0.919

Table IV. Optical Depth Per Centimeter of Snow at 95.0 GHz

Particle Radii

Percent Free
Water 0.1 m 0.5 - 1.0 us

0 0.032 3.62 1.209

5 2.189 5.801 1.425

10 4.586 8.200 1.665

15 7.264 10.882 1.933

20 10.278 13.898 2.234

25 13.693 17.317 2.576

30 17.596 21.224 2.967

17
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Fig. 1. Single scattering albedo versus percent free water for
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Fig. 5. Radar cross section with VV polarization versus incident

angle with single cattering albedoes varying froa .01 to .999.
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liV AND VH POLARIZATION
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Fig. 10. Radar cross section with HH polarization versus incident angle with single

scattering albedoes of .1, .5, and 1.0 for an optical depth of 1.0.
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Fig. 11. Radar cross section with H Polarization versus Incident agnie with single
Scatering. albedoes of .1, .5. and 1.0 for an optical depth of 5.0.
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Fig. 13. Radar cross section with VV polarization versus incident angle with
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fig. 16. Radar cross section with NY or Va polarization versus incident angle with

single scattering albedoes of .1, .5. end 1.0 for an optical depth of .1.
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Fig. 17. Radar cross section with IIV Or VII polarization versus Incident angle with
Single scattering albedoes of L., .5, and 1.0 for an optical depth of .5.
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Fig. 19. Radar cross section with BY or VK polarization versus incident angle with

single scattering albedoes of .1, .5, and 1.0 for an optical depth of 5.0.
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